
First

Talk about creating accont. Go through the steps of creating the account

Then select a file to upload.

Talk a the title and what to recommend.

About how you dont want a long title.

You want to make it so you can catch the attention of the watchers.

Using as much details as you can with it.

Also using caps will help alot with it.

Next talk about the description.

You want to give a brief description of that the video is about.

Then if there was anyone in the video. Most times people will link anything related
to them.

Then i would add your links.

Then type the example .

Hey guys welcome to a brand new video and series. Today I'm playing a new game 
called Ark Survival evolved. In this game your goal is to survive with as long as 
possible with wild and dangerous dinosaurs chasing after you. In my series have a 
load of mods. These make the game more fun. Keep watching to see if i survive.

------------ Links -----------
A link to a discord of a Gmod Military rp Sever: https://discord.gg/6PtufzW

My Discord server:https://discord.gg/PqdCy7h

Thanks for watching like and subscribe

Tehn a thumbnail.

I would make a colorful thumbnail.

Or a thumbnail that featured something that happened in the video.

Make it very catchey. Using something that will catch the watchers attion will give
you more views.



Next is playlist.

Talk about what playlist are for and how they can help with organisation.

And how you create a playlist.

Next talk about the audience.

If it something that is geared towards kids. I would select yes. If its geared for 
everyone i would select no.

Next is the 18 over. If it has gore or something questionable. I would slect 18 if 
not then i wouldnt.

What this dose is sleects what veiwing type of people you will get to watch your 
videos.

Paid promotion

Its there to let the veiwer know that the channel has a sponsor for the video.

Tags

They are like twiiter with #something.

Its another type of organisation feature where if videos have it it will be added 
to a list of videos with the #

subtitiles.

Subtitles are what are under the video description of what you are saying in 
different languages.
This can get you more views who speak different languages. I would recommend 
spanish.

Recording date and location.



These give the viewer more information.

Date can tell if a event was happening, And laction can tell you where it was 
located.

Category

This is another organization feature.

So if you have agaming vdieo it will go under the youtube gaming tab. This will 
give you more viewers in you videos
who enjoy you content.

Comments

This is were people can talk about the video, give suggestions and also the like 
and dislike feature.

End screens

If you can so a example.

This is were you can link channels and other videos.

Add cards

Where you can add videos that viewers can click on.

Playlist 

channels

links

Visibility

Where you can set who can see the videos.

Private is only you and people you add.

Unlisted is it will not show up on your channel feed but will show up in 
recommended and searching.



Public is where its on your channel feed, Search, and recommended.

Schedule

Is if you want the video to upload at a certian time or date.

After you upload you can still edit the video.

Next youtube studio.

Go through each one and go and you read throug

MY links.

Farm channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHys85ON3VwQqmvMk0lcC8g/videos

Gameing channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZZBQ7V-0D2Nq9Yxm_xX98g

Davinci : https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/davinciresolve/

Licensing info: https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2453875?hl=en
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2797468?hl=en


